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Representative Legal Matters 
Jennifer E. Trock 

 
Airlines and Aircraft Operators 

 Represents US and foreign airlines in aviation regulatory matters, including licensing, route 

proceedings, antitrust applications, certification, enforcement, compliance, restructuring, and 

corporate matters. 

 Represents clients in airline restructuring matters, including with respect to ownership and 

control requirements. 

 Advised Virgin America in obtaining its certificate of public convenience and necessity and 

begin air service as a US domestic carrier. 

 Represents charter operators and Part 380 charters in an array of FAA and DOT matters. 

 

Airports  

 Represents investors and operators in connection with public-private partnership initiatives at 

major airports in the US under the FAA's Airport Investment Partnership Program 

 Represented Aerostar, the winning bidder in the privatization of the Luis Munoz Marin 

International Airport — the first major US airport to successfully go through the FAA's 

Airport Privatization Program. 

 Advises clients on airport compliance and environmental matters, including NEPA reviews 

related to airport expansion or development, and grant assurance and PFC compliance. 

 Advises airport, contractors, and concessionaires on US DOT's Disadvantaged Business 

Enterprise and Airport Concession Disadvantaged Business Enterprise program development, 

implementation and goal-setting requirements. 

 

UAS 

 Advises UAS clients on an array of regulatory and commercial matters, including commercial 

and recreational use of UAS, Part 107, non-standard operations of sUAS and large UAS, 

testing and experimental certification matters before the FAA, and in connection with public 

aircraft operations. 

 

Manufacturers and Lessors 

 Represents suppliers and OEMs regarding aviation requirements and commercial agreements. 

 Represents aircraft lessors in FAA regulatory matters. 

 

Corporate Aviation 

 Advises on corporate flight departments, Part 91 operations, time-share agreements and 

executive use policies for corporate aircrafts. 
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Accident Investigations 

 Served as counsel to Japanese battery manufacturer GS Yuasa regarding FAA, NTSB and 

JTSB investigations, claims and other matters arising out of Boeing 787 Dreamliner incidents 

and grounding. 

 

Travel Distribution 

 Represents online travel agents, ticket distributors and global distribution systems in a variety 

of regulatory and enforcement matters. 

 

Obstruction Evaluation  

 Counsels real estate and energy clients on FAA Part 77 obstruction evaluation requirements 

for development near airports. 


